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T H E OLD MOLE TRAPPER 

BY JAMBS A. MACKERETH 

Earth 's very son, as dumbly wise, 
The color of the tawny clay, 

With flaxen lashes over eyes 
Blue as a pool in May; 

Hunched, as a heron still, he stands, 
On a gnarled ash crook his crossed 

gnarled hands. 

With drooping head, and waiting ear 
Cocked bird-like toward the secret 

ground, 
Patient he lists as if to hear 

The silent soil turn sound. 
Far off a troubled pheasant's cry 
Rakes the gray quiet of plain and sky. 

He heeds not. The quick chuckling 
notes 

Sailing down sobbing silence die. 
Bemused with his slow-passing thoughts, 

With lingering heart and eye, 
Hears he the darkly-delving mole, 
Or the ghostly steps of his own soul? 

Quiet-limbed and large he seems to be 
Thought's image, 'tranced by powers 

unknown; 
Mid Nature 's charmed monotony 

A breathing monotone; 
The furrowed fields in passive grace 
Are mirrored in his furrowed face. 

He seems 'gainst wide horizons gray 
Kin to yon tempest-humbled thorn, 

A being mid large level day 
Alone yet not forlorn, 

One with grave things that years 
pass by 

And leave in patience wise to die. 

A thing meek mosses gravely dress 
He seems, mute mate of mounds 

and stones; 
A changeless quiet limitless 

Drenches him, soul and bones: 
So aloof from life, to time so dim, 
Thought grows half fear with watching 

him. 
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Somewhere he has a hearth, a home 
On a lone land's lornmost lea, 

Where lives of the waste in. silence 
come, - • 

But seldom there goes he: '' 
About his dreams at midnight hour 
Ear th is a mist and heaven a flower. 

In t ruth I feel that could one come 
Here quietly in a thousand years 

Tha t hunched old man would still 
stand dumb 

Among his patient peers — 
These furrowed fields, tha t naked 

thorn-tree, 
This wide sky's gray passivity. 

To-day 

T H E CHANGELING 

BY E D W A R D SHANKS 

Strayed from some half-remembered 
world, 

In to a world not mine, 
What wonder, while the others thrive, 

I dwindle and pine? 

Strange is the light upon their earth 
And strange in their strange skies, 

Through the unfriendly day and night. 
Their sun and moon rise. 

Ear th ' s pleasant joys and amities 
Are theirs and theirs alone; 

M y fears and my heart 's emptiness 
And my tears are my own. 

To-day 

PORTRAIT 

BY FRANCIS REEVES 

Visage mystique et charnel; 
Contradiction apparente, 

Ainsi l 'instant et l 'eternel— 
Visage de pen see ardente. 

II se donne et se veut secret; 
Son sourire est de fortitude; 

Son regard tremble du reflet 
D 'un univers d'inquietude. 
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